ECE 202 Midterm Exam 1 Announcement

• **Date:** October 1, 2018 (Monday)
• **Time:** 2:00 - 2:50 pm
• **Location:** Kaufman Hall, room 215
• **Test material:** All material up to and including the last lecture before the exam

**Rules of the game:**

> Closed-book, closed-note
> ONE sheet of notes allowed:
  - a single sheet of 8.5” x 11.0” paper
  - both sides
  - handwritten, i.e., no electronic rendering of any kind permitted
  - any content desired, entirely your choice
> Bring your own standard scientific calculator. No calculator sharing allowed during exam.
> No other electronic devices permitted (laptops, tablets, cell phones, mp3 players, smart watches, personal robots, fit bits, etc.).
> Extra blank paper provided if needed.